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Dedicated to Jean-Pierre Jouannaud on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract Superdeduction is a systematic way to extend a deduction system like
the sequent calculus by new deduction rules computed from the user theory. We
show how this could be done in a systematic, correct and complete way. We
prove in detail the strong normalisation of a proof term language that models
appropriately superdeduction. We finaly examplify on several examples, includ-
ing equality and noetherian induction, the usefulness of this approach which is
implemented in the lemuridæ system, written in TOM.
1 Introduction
Our objective is twofold:
– to scale up by an order of magnitude the size of the problems we can deal with;
– to downsize by an order of magnitude the time needed for a given development.
To this end, we started studying a new version of the calculus of constructions in which
user-defined computations expressed by rewrite rules can be made transparent in proof
terms.
Jean-Pierre Jouannaud [Towards Engineering Proofs, 1999]
The design, verification and communication of formal proofs are central in infor-
matics and mathematics. In the later, the notion of proofs has a long and fruitful history
which now becomes even richer with a century of experience in its formalization. In
informatics, formal proofs are in particular essential to formaly assess safety as well
as security properties of digital systems. In this context, proof engineering becomes
crucial and relies on a semi-interactive design where human interaction is unavoidable.
Moreover, to be well designed, proofs have to be well understood and built. As the size
of critical softwares increases dramatically, typically a “simple” automotive cruise con-
trol software consists of more than one hundred thousand lines of code, proof methods
and tools should also scale-up.
This proof engineering process is now mastered with the use of proof assistants like
Coq[The04], Isabelle [Pau94], PVS [ORS92], HOL [HOL93], Mizar [Rud92] and large
libraries of formalised theories ease this task.
† UMR 7503 CNRS-INPL-INRIA-Nancy2-UHP. Campus Scientifique, BP 239, 54506
Vandoeuvre-lès-Nancy Cedex, France.
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In this context one has to deal with at least two main difficulties. First, proof engi-
neering should scale-up as the theories describing the context become huge and may
consist of thousand of axioms and definitions, some of them being quite sophisti-
cated. Second, the proof assistant needs to provide the user with appropriate ways
to understand and to guide the proof construction. Both concerns are currently tack-
led by making libraries available, by providing specific tactics, tacticals or strategies
(see typically coq.inria.fr), by integration rewriting [BJO02] and decision pro-
cedures [NKK02, Alv00, MQP06] safely into the proof assistants, or by interfacing
first-order automated theorem provers with proof assistants like [BHdN02] or like the
use of Zenon in Focal [Pre05].
Indeed these approaches raise the question of structuring the theories of interest. For
instance one would like to identify the subtheory of lists or of naturals to apply specific
decision procedures, e.g. [KRRT06] and of course finding a good modular structure is
one of the first steps in an engineering process.
. . . the role of higher-order rewriting is to design a type theoretic frameworks in which
computation and deduction are integrated by means of higher-order rewrite rules,
while preserving decidability of typing and coherence of the underlying logic . . .
Jean-Pierre Jouannaud [Jou05]
In this context, we have proposed in [BHK07] a foundational framework mak-
ing use of three complementary dimensions. First, as pioneered by deduction mod-
ulo, the computational axioms should be identified. Typically the definition of addition
on naturals ought to be embedded into a congruence modulo which deduction is per-
formed [DHK03]. In this case, the deduction rules like the one of natural deduction or
of the sequent calculus are not modified but they are applied modulo a congruence em-
bedding part of the theory. Second, we are proposing a complementary approach where
new deduction rules are inferred from part of the theory in a correct, systematic and
complete way. Third, the rest of the theory will be used as the context on which all the
standard and new deduction rules will act, possibly modulo some congruence.
To sum up, a theory is split in three parts Th = Th1 ∪ Th2 ∪ Th3 and instead of
seeking for a proof of Th1 ∪ Th2 ∪ Th3 ` ϕ, we are building a proof of Th3 `
+Th2∼Th1 ϕ,
i.e. we use the theory Th3 to prove ϕ using the extended deduction system modulo the
congruence ∼Th1 . We assume that the propositions in Th2 are all proposition rewrite
rules, i.e. are of the form ∀x.(P ⇔ ϕ), where P is atomic.
To ease the presentation of the main ideas, we will not consider in this paper the
case of deduction modulo even if in addition to simplicity it admits unbounded proof
size speed-up [Bur07]. We call superdeduction the new deduction system embedding
the newly generated deduction rules, and the extended entailment relation is denoted
`+Th or simply `+.
Intuitively, a superdeduction rule supplants the folding of an atomic proposition P
by its definition ϕ, as done by Prawitz [Pra65], followed by as much introductions as
possible of the connectives appearing in ϕ. For instance, the axiom
TRANS : ∀x.∀z.(x ≤ z ⇔ ∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z))
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is translated into a left deduction rule by first applying the rules of the classical sequent
calculus to Γ,∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z) ` ∆. Then by collecting the premises and the side
conditions, we get the new deduction rule:
≤TRANSL
Γ, x ≤ y, y ≤ z ` ∆
Γ, x ≤ z ` ∆
y 6∈ FV(Γ ,∆)
The right rule:
≤TRANSR
Γ ` x ≤ y,∆ Γ ` y ≤ z,∆
Γ ` x ≤ z,∆
is similarly obtained by applying deduction rules to Γ ` ∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z),∆.
These new deduction rules are quite natural and translate the usual mathematical
reasoning w.r.t. this axiom. Let us see on a simple example the difference between a
proof in sequent calculus and the corresponding one in the extended deduction system.
The proof that TRANS ` a ≤ b⇒ b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c is the following:
⇒R
⇒R
∀L
∀L
∧L
⇒L
∃R
∧R
AX
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ b, a ≤ c
AX
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` b ≤ c, a ≤ c
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ b ∧ b ≤ c, a ≤ c
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` ∃y.(a ≤ y ∧ y ≤ c), a ≤ c
····
AX
a ≤ c, a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
∃y.(a ≤ y ∧ y ≤ c) ⇒ a ≤ c, a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
a ≤ c⇔ ∃y.(a ≤ y ∧ y ≤ c), a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
∀z.(a ≤ z ⇔ ∃y.(a ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z)), a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
∀x.∀z.(x ≤ z ⇔ ∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z)), a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
∀x.∀z.(x ≤ z ⇔ ∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z)), a ≤ b ` b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c
∀x.∀z.(x ≤ z ⇔ ∃y.(x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ z)) ` a ≤ b⇒ b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c
Using superdeduction, the axiom TRANS has been used to generate the new deduction
rules above and the proof becomes simply:
⇒R
⇒R
≤TRANSR
AX
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` b ≤ c, a ≤ c
AX
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ b, a ≤ c
a ≤ b, b ≤ c ` a ≤ c
a ≤ b ` b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c
` a ≤ b⇒ b ≤ c⇒ a ≤ c
It is important to notice that these new rules are not just “macros” collapsing a se-
quence of introductions into a single one: they apply to a predicate, not a connector, and
therefore do not solely contain purely logical informations. This therefore raises non
trivial questions solved in [BHK07] and in this paper, like the conditions under which
the system is complete or consistent and sufficient conditions to get cut-elimination.
Superdeduction is based on previous works on supernatural deduction, a deduction
system introduced by Benjamin Wack in [Wac05] and providing a logical interpreta-
tion of the ρ-calculus [CK01, CLW03]. Preliminary presentation of superdeduction for
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the sequent calculus has been given in [Bra06] and the consistency of such systems is
studied in [Hou06]. The superdeduction principle has been presented in [BHK07].
In this context, our contributions are the following:
– We first summarize in the next section the general principle defined in [BHK07]:
a systematic extension of the classical sequent calculus by new deduction rules in-
ferred from the axioms of the theory that are proposition rewrite rules; We prove
in detail that this is correct and complete taking into account permutability prob-
lems; Building on Urban’s proof-term language for the sequent calculus [Urb01],
we present the simple and expressive calculus proposed in [BHK07] that we show
to provide a Curry-Howard-de Bruijn correspondence for superdeduction; Assum-
ing the proposition rewrite system used to extend deduction to be weakly normal-
ising and confluent, we prove in detail that the calculus is strongly normalising
and therefore that the theory is consistent since the superdeduction system has the
cut-elimination property.
– Then, we investigate in Section 3 the consequence of these principles and results
for the foundation of a new generation of proof assistants for which we have a first
downloadable prototype, lemuridæ (rho.loria.fr). In particular we show how
convenient and natural proofs become for instance in higher-order logic, mathemat-
ical induction, equational logic. We also examplify the current limitations set to get
the general results of previous section.
– Finally, we provide in Section 4 the detailed proofs of the results summarized in
Section 2.
2 Super sequent calculus
In this section we recall the principles of superdeduction.
AX
Γ, ϕ ` ϕ, ∆
CONTRR
Γ ` ϕ, ϕ, ∆
Γ ` ϕ, ∆
CONTRL
Γ, ϕ, ϕ ` ∆
Γ, ϕ ` ∆
⊥L
Γ,⊥ ` ∆
∧L
Γ, ϕ1, ϕ2 ` ∆
Γ, ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ` ∆
∧R
Γ ` ϕ1, ∆ Γ ` ϕ2, ∆
Γ ` ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, ∆
>R
Γ ` >, ∆
∨L
Γ, ϕ1 ` ∆ Γ, ϕ2 ` ∆
Γ, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ` ∆
∨R
Γ ` ϕ1, ϕ2, ∆
Γ ` ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, ∆
⇒R
Γ, ϕ1 ` ϕ2, ∆
Γ ` ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2, ∆
∀R
Γ ` ϕ, ∆
Γ ` ∀x.ϕ, ∆
x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆) ∀L
Γ, ϕ[t/x] ` ∆
Γ, ∀x.ϕ ` ∆
⇒L
Γ ` ϕ1, ∆ Γ, ϕ2 ` ∆
Γ, ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 ` ∆
∃R
Γ ` ϕ[t/x], ∆
Γ ` ∃x.ϕ, ∆
∃L
Γ, ϕ ` ∆
Γ, ∃x.ϕ ` ∆
x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆) CUT
Γ ` ϕ, ∆ Γ, ϕ ` ∆
Γ ` ∆
Figure 1. Classical sequent calculus.
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As mentioned in the introduction and similarly as in deduction modulo, we focus
our attention to formulæ of the form ∀x.(P ⇔ ϕ) where P is atomic:
Definition 1 (Propositions rewrite rule) The notation R : P → ϕ denotes the axiom
∀x.(P ⇔ ϕ) where R is a name for it, P is an atomic proposition, ϕ some proposition
and x their free variables.
Notice that P may contain first-order terms and therefore that such an axiom is not just
a definition. For instance, isZero(succ(n)) → ⊥ is a proposition rewrite rule.
For the classical sequent calculus, let us now describe how the computation of the
superdeduction new inference rules is performed.
Definition 2 (Super sequent calculus rules computation) Let Calc be a set of rules
composed by the subset of the sequent calculus deduction rules formed of AX, ⊥L, >R,
∨L, ∨R, ∧L, ∧R, ⇒L, ⇒R, ∀L, ∀R, ∃L and ∃R, as well as of the two following rules
>L and ⊥R
>L
Γ ` ∆
Γ,> ` ∆
⊥R
Γ ` ∆
Γ ` ⊥,∆
Let R : P → ϕ be a proposition rewrite rule.
1. To get the right rule associated with R, initialise the procedure with the sequent Γ `
ϕ,∆. Next, apply the rules of Calc until no more open leave remain on which they
can be applied. Then, collect the premises, the side conditions and the conclusion
and replace ϕ by P to obtain the right rule RR.
2. To get the left rule RL associated with R, initialise the procedure with the sequent
Γ, ϕ ` ∆. apply the rules of Calc and get the new left rule the same way as for the
right one.
Definition 3 (Super sequent calculus) Given a proposition rewrite system R, the su-
per sequent calculus associated with R is formed of the rules of classical sequent cal-
culus and the rules built upon R. The sequents in such a system are written Γ `+R ∆.
To ensure good properties of the system, we need to put some restrictions on the
axioms though. Although the deduction rules of the classical sequent calculus proposi-
tional fragment may be applied in any order to reach axioms, the application order of
rules concerning quantifiers is significant. Let us consider the following cases:
∀R
AX
∀L
P (x0) ` P (x0)
∀x.P (x) ` P (x0)
∀x.P (x) ` ∀x.P (x)
∀L
P (t) ` ∀x.P (x)
∀x.P (x) ` ∀x.P (x)
The left-hand side proof succeeds because the early application of the ∀R rule pro-
vides the appropriate term for instantiating the variable of the proposition present in the
context. On the other hand, the second proof cannot be completed since the ∀R side
condition requires the quantified variable to be substituted for a fresh one. Such a sit-
uation may occur when building the super sequent calculus custom rules and therefore
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may break its completeness w.r.t. classical predicate logic. This common permutabil-
ity problem of automated proof search appears here since superdeduction systems are
in fact embedding a part of compiled automated deduction. Thereby we apply an idea
inspired by focusing techniques [And92, AM99, And01], namely replacing every sub-
formula of ϕ leading to a permutability problem by a fresh predicate symbol parame-
terised by the free variables of the subformula. To formalise this, we first need to recall
the polarity notion:
Definition 4 (Polarity of a subformula) The polarity polϕ(ψ) of ψ in ϕ where ψ is a
subformula occurrence of ϕ is a boolean defined as follows:
– if ϕ = ψ, then polϕ(ψ) = 1;
– if ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 or ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, then polϕ(ψ) = polϕ1(ψ) if ψ is a subformula occur-
rence of ϕ1, polϕ2(ψ) otherwise;
– if ϕ = ∀x.ϕ1 or ∃x.ϕ1, then polϕ(ψ) = polϕ1(ψ);
– if ϕ = ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2, then polϕ(ψ) = ¬polϕ1(ψ) if ψ is a subformula occurrence of
ϕ1, polϕ2(ψ) otherwise.
Definition 5 (Set of permutability problems) A formula ψ is in the set PP (ϕ) of ϕ
permutability problems if there exists ϕ′ a subformula of ϕ such that ψ is a subformula
occurrence of ϕ′ and one of these propositions holds:
– ϕ′ = ∀x.ϕ′1, ψ = ∀x.ψ′1 and polϕ′(ψ) = 0
– ϕ′ = ∃x.ϕ′1, ψ = ∃x.ψ′1 and polϕ′(ψ) = 0
– ϕ′ = ∀x.ϕ′1, ψ = ∃x.ψ′1 and polϕ′(ψ) = 1
– ϕ′ = ∃x.ϕ′1, ψ = ∀x.ψ′1 and polϕ′(ψ) = 1
This allows us to define the most appropriate generalisation of a proposition rewrite rule
R : P → ϕ:
Definition 6 (Set of delayed proposition rewrite rules) This is the set:
Dl(R : P → ϕ) = {P → C
[
Q1(x1), . . . , Qn(xn)
]
}
⋃
i=1...n
Dl
(
Qi → ϕi
)
such that:
– C is the largest context in ϕ with no formula in PP (ϕ) such that ϕ = C[ϕ1 . . . ϕn];
– ∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}, xi is the vector of ϕi free variables;
– Q1 . . . Qn are fresh predicate symbols.
As an example, let us consider the proposition rewrite rule defining the natural num-
bers as the set of terms verifying the inductive predicate:
∈N : N(n) → ∀P.(0 ∈ P ⇒ ∀m.(m ∈ P ⇒ s(m) ∈ P ) ⇒ n ∈ P )
This axiom can be found in [DW05] which introduces an axiomatisation of constructive
arithmetic with rewrite rules only. It uses a simple second-order encoding by expressing
quantification over propositions by quantification over classes; x ∈ P should therefore
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be read as P (x). The delayed set Dl(∈N) of proposition rewrite rules derived from the
rules above is:
∈N : N(n) → ∀P.(0 ∈ P ⇒ H(P ) ⇒ n ∈ P )
hered : H(P ) → ∀m.(m ∈ P ⇒ s(m) ∈ P )
Let us notice that the proposition H(P ) revealed by the elimination of permutability
problems expresses heredity, a well-known notion. Focussing on parts of the proposi-
tions which raise some non-trivial choice at some phase on the proof has been naturally
done by mathematicians. Then we obtain the following deduction rules for the natural
numbers definition:
∈NL
Γ `+ 0 ∈ P,∆ Γ `+ H(P ),∆ Γ, n ∈ P `+ ∆
Γ,N(n) `+ ∆
∈NR
0 ∈ P,H(P ) `+ n ∈ P,∆
Γ `+ N(n),∆
P 6∈ FV(Γ, ∆)
The left rule translates exactly the usual induction rule. The hered proposition rewrite
rule generates new deduction rules too:
heredL
Γ `+ m ∈ P,∆ Γ, s(m) ∈ P `+ ∆
Γ,H(P ) `+ ∆
heredR
Γ,m ∈ P `+ s(m) ∈ P,∆
Γ `+ H(P ),∆
m 6∈ FV(Γ, ∆)
Once again, the right rule corresponds to the usual semantics of heredity.
Main properties of the super sequent calculus associated with a delayed set of ax-
ioms are its soundness and completeness w.r.t. classical predicate logic.
Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness of super sequent calculus) Given Th an
axiomatic theory made of axioms of the form ∀x.(P ⇔ ϕ) with P atomic and R the
associated proposition rewrite rules, every proof of Γ `Dl(R) ∆ in super sequent cal-
culus can be translated into a proof of Γ, Th ` ∆ in sequent calculus (soundness) and
conversely (completeness).
Proof. Soundness. This is easily proved by replacing every occurrence of a superrule
RR obtained from P → ϕ by the partial proof derived during its computation. Then by
translating the unfolding step by an application of ⇒L.
CONTRL
∀L
∀L
∧L
⇒L
AX
Γ, Th, P ` P,∆
πR
Γ, Th, ϕ ` ∆
Γ, Th, P ⇒ ϕ ` P,∆
Γ, Th, P ⇔ ϕ, P ` ∆
. . .
Γ, Th,∀x.(P ⇔ ϕ), P ` ∆
Γ, Th, P ` ∆
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The left case is symmetric.
Completeness. Let π be the proof of Γ, Th ` ∆. By cutting the conclusion on Th, the
problem is brought down to proving the axioms of Th in the super sequent calculus.
CUT
. . .
Γ `+R Th,∆
π
Γ, Th `+R ∆
Γ `+R ∆
This is done by induction on the derivations of RR and RL for each rewrite rule R of R.
The full proof is in [Bra06]. ut
A proof-term language for superdeduction has been designed in [BHK07] together
with a cut-elimination procedure shown to be strongly normalising under appropri-
ate properties. We will recall its definition now and the full proofs of the strong nor-
malisation property will be written in Section 4. This proof-term language is based
upon Christian Urban’s work on cut-elimination for classical sequent calculus [Urb00,
Urb01, UB01, Len03, vBLL05]. The main difference between Urban’s proof-terms and
other approaches such as Hugo Herbelin’s λ̄µµ̃-calculus [Her95, CH00, Wad03] is that
no focus is made on a particular formula of a sequent Γ ` ∆, and thus a proof-term M
always annotate the full sequent. Such typing judgements are denotedM BΓ ` ∆. It is
explained in [BHK07] why this difference between Urban’s and Herbelin’s approaches
made us choose the first one to base our proof-terms for superdeduction upon.
Urban’s proof-term language for classical sequent calculus makes no use of the first-
class objects of the λ-calculus such as abstractions or variables. Variables are replaced
by names and conames. Let X and A be respectively the set of names and the set of
conames. Symbols x, y, . . . will range over X while symbols a, b, . . . will range over
A. Symbols x, y, . . . will range over the set of first-order variables. Left-contexts and
right-contexts are sets containing respectively pairs x : ϕ and pairs a : ϕ. Symbol Γ
will range over left-contexts and symbol∆will range over the right-contexts. Moreover,
contexts cannot contain more than one occurrence of a name or coname. We will never
omit the ‘first-order’ in ‘first-order term’ in order to avoid confusion with ‘terms’ (i.e.
proof-terms). The set of terms is defined as follows.
M,N ::= Ax(x, a) | Cut(âM, x̂N) | FalseL(x) | TrueR(a)
| AndR(âM, b̂N, c) | AndL(x̂ŷM, z) | OrR(âb̂M, c) | OrL(x̂M, ŷN, z)
| ImpR(x̂âM, b) | ImpL(x̂M, âN, y) | ExistsR(âM, t, b) | ExistsL(x̂x̂M,y)
| ForallR(âx̂M, b) | ForallL(x̂M, t, y)
Names and conames are not called variables and covariables such as in λ̄µµ̃-calculus
since they do not represent places where terms might be inserted. They still may appear
bound: the symbol «̂» is the unique binder of the calculus and thus we can compute the
sets of free and bound names, conames and first-order variables in any term. We conse-
quently adopt Barendregt’s convention on names, conames and first-order variables: in
a term or in a statement a name, a coname or a first-order variable is never both bound
and free in the same context.
The type system is expressed in Figure 2. The differences with Urban’s type system
is the use of
∨R
Γ ` ϕ1, ϕ2,∆
Γ ` ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2,∆ instead of
∨R-i
Γ ` ϕi,∆
Γ ` ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2,∆ for i ∈ {1, 2}
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and similarly for ∧. A comma in a conclusion stands for the set union and a comma in a
premise stands for the disjoint set union. This allows our type inference rules to contain
implicit contraction.
A term M introduces the name z if it is of the form Ax(z, a), FalseL(z),
AndL(x̂ŷM, z), OrL(x̂M , ŷN, z), ImpL(x̂M, âN, z), ExistsL(x̂x̂M, z),
ForallL(x̂M, t, z), and it introduces the coname c is it is of the form Ax(x, c), TrueR(c),
AndR(âM, b̂N, c), OrR(âb̂M, c), ImpR(x̂âM, c), ExistsR(âM, t, c), ForallR(âx̂M, c).
A termM freshly introduces a name or a coname if it introduces it, but none of its proper
subterms. It means that the corresponding formula is introduced at the top-level of the
proof, but not implicitly contracted and consequently introduced in some subproof.
Figure 3 presents a (non-confluent) cut-elimination procedure denoted cut−→ proven
to be strongly normalising on well-typed terms in [Urb00, UB01]. It is complete in the
sense that irreducible terms are cut-free. M [b 7→ a] stands for the term M where every
free occurrence of the coname b is rewritten to a (and similarly for Q[y 7→ x]). Besides,
the proof substitution operation denoted M [a := x̂N ] and its dual M [x := âN ] are
defined in Figure 4.
AX
Ax(x, a) B Γ, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ, ∆
CUT
M B Γ ` a : ϕ, ∆ N B Γ, x : ϕ ` ∆
Cut(baM, bxN) B Γ ` ∆
⊥L
FalseL(x) B Γ, x : ⊥ ` ∆
>R
TrueR(a) B Γ ` a : >, ∆
∧R
M B Γ ` a : ϕ1, ∆ N B Γ ` b : ϕ2, ∆
AndR(baM,bbN, c) B Γ ` c : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, ∆ ∧L M B Γ, x : ϕ1, y : ϕ2 ` ∆AndL(bxbyM, z) B Γ, z : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ` ∆
∨R
M B Γ ` a : ϕ1, b : ϕ2, ∆
OrR(babbM, c) B Γ ` c : ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, ∆ ∨L M B Γ, x : ϕ1 ` ∆ N B Γ, y : ϕ2 ` ∆OrL(bxM, byN, z) B Γ, z : ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ` ∆
⇒R
M B Γ, x : ϕ1 ` a : ϕ2, ∆
ImpR(bxbaM, b) B Γ ` b : ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2, ∆ ⇒L M B Γ, x : ϕ2 ` ∆ N B Γ ` a : ϕ1, ∆ImpL(bxM, baN, y) B Γ, y : ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 ` ∆
∃L
M B Γ, x : ϕ ` ∆
ExistsL(bxbxM, y) B Γ, y : ∃x.ϕ ` ∆ x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆)
∃R
M B Γ ` a : ϕ[x := t], ∆
ExistsR(baM, t, b) B Γ ` b : ∃x.ϕ, ∆ ∀L M B Γ, x : ϕ[x := t] ` ∆ForallL(bxM, t, y) B Γ, y : ∀x.ϕ ` ∆
∀R
M B Γ ` a : ϕ, ∆
ForallR(babxM, b) B Γ ` b : ∀x.ϕ, ∆ x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆)
Figure 2. Type system.
Now let us extend Urban’s proof-term language for superdeduction. During the
computation of the deduction rules for some proposition rewrite rule, the procedure
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Logical Cuts:
Cut(baM, bxAx(x, b)) cut−→ M [a 7→ b] if M freshly introduces a
Cut(baAx(y, a), bxM) cut−→ M [x 7→ y] if M freshly introduces x
Cut(baTrueR(a), bxM) cut−→ M if M freshly introduces x
Cut(baM, bxFalseL(x)) cut−→ M if M freshly introduces a
Cut(baAndR(bbM1, bcM2, a), bxAndL(bybzN, x)) cut−→ ( Cut(bbM1, byCut(bcM2, bzN))
Cut(bcM2, bzCut(bbM1, byN))
if AndR(bbM1, bcM2, a) and AndL(bybzN, x) freshly introduce a and x
Cut(baOrR(bbbcM, a), bxOrL(byN1, bzN2, x)) cut−→ ( Cut(bbCut(bcM, bzN2), byN1)
Cut(bcCut(bbM, byN1), bzN2)
if OrR(bbbcM, a) and OrL(byN1, bzN2, x) freshly introduce a and x
Cut(baImpR(bxbbM, a), byImpL(bzN1, bcN2, y)) cut−→
(
Cut(bbCut(bcN2, bxM), bzN1)
Cut(bcN2, bxCut(bbM, bzN1))
if ImpR(bxbbM, a) and ImpL(bzN1, bcN2, y) freshly introduce a and y
Cut(baExistsR(bbM, t, a), bxExistsL(bybxN, x)) cut−→ Cut(bbM, byN [x := t])
if ExistsR(bbM, t, a) and ExistsL(bybxN, x) freshly introduce a and x
Cut(baForallR(bbbxM, a), bxForallL(byN, t, x)) cut−→ Cut(bbM [x := t], byN)
if ForallR(bbbxM, a) and ForallL(byN, t, x) freshly introduce a and x
Commuting Cuts: Cut(baM, bxN) cut−→  M [a := bxN ] if M does not freshly introduce a, or
N [x := baM ] if M does not freshly introduce x
Figure 3. Urban’s cut-reductions.
computes an open derivation where two kinds of information still need to be provided:
(1) premises that remain to be proved and (2) first-order terms written at a metalevel by
rules ∃R and ∀L that still remain to be instantiated. In order to represent these, we use a
formal notion of open-terms: terms that contains (1) open leaves that represent premises
that remain to be proved and are denoted , and (2) placeholders for first-order terms
that represent uninstantiated first-order terms and are denoted by α, β, . . . Substitutions
over placeholder-terms are written [α := t, . . . ] and are defined over first-order terms,
formulæ, sequents, and terms. The syntax of open-terms is then:
C,D ::=  B Γ ` ∆ | Ax(x, a) | Cut(âC, x̂D)
| . . .
| ExistsR(âC, α, b) | ExistsL(x̂x̂C, y)
| ForallR(âx̂C, b) | ForallL(x̂C, α, y)
Urban’s cut-elimination procedure is extended to open-terms in the obvious way. Typing
is also extended to open-terms by adding the following rule to the type inference rules
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Ax(x, c)[c := byM ] , M [y 7→ x]
Ax(y, a)[y := bcM ] , M [c 7→ a]
AndR(baM1,bbM2, c)[c := byN ] , Cut(bcAndR(baM1[c := byN ],bbM2[c := byN ], c), byN)
AndL(bxbyM, z)[z := baN ] , Cut(baN, bzAndL(bxbyM [z := baN ], z))
. . .
ExistsR(baM, t, b)[b := bxN ] , Cut(bbExistsR(baM [b := bxN ], t, b), bxN)
ExistsL(bxbxM, y)[y := baN ] , Cut(baN, byExistsL(bxbxM [y := baN ], y))
. . .
Otherwise :
Ax(x, a)[ϑ] , Ax(x, a)
Cut(baM, bxN)[ϑ] , Cut(baM [ϑ], bxN [ϑ])
AndR(baM1,bbM2, c)[ϑ] , AndR(baM1[ϑ],bbM2[ϑ], c)
AndL(bxbyM, z)[ϑ] , AndL(bxbyM [ϑ], z)
. . .
ExistsR(baM, t, b)[ϑ] , ExistsR(baM [ϑ], t, b)
ExistsL(bxbxM, y)[ϑ] , ExistsL(bxbxM [ϑ], y)
. . .
Figure 4. Proof Substitution.
of Figure 2.
( B Γ ` ∆) B Γ ` ∆
These leaves will be denoted for short  B Γ ` ∆ . Type inference derivation for open-
terms are called open type inference derivations. Their open leaves are the later leaves,
i.e. the open leaves of the open-term. For some open-term C, its number of occur-
rences of  is denoted nC . Then for some placeholder-term substitution σ = [α1 :=
t1, . . . , αp := tp] where all placeholder-terms appearing in C are substituted by σ (we
say that σ covers C) and for M1, . . . ,MnC some terms, we define the term
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] as follows.
– if C is a term and nC = 0 then trivially σC[] , σC ;
– if C =  B Γ ` ∆ and nC = 1 then σC[M ] , M ;
– if C = AndR(âC1, b̂C2, c)[M1, . . . ,MnC ] then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] , AndR(âσC1[M1, . . . ,MnC1 ], b̂σC2[MnC1+1, . . . ,MnC ], c) ;
– if C = ExistsL(x̂x̂C1, y), then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] , ExistsL(x̂x̂σC1[M1, . . . ,MnC ], y) ;
– if C = ExistsR(âC1, α, b), then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] , ExistsR(âσC1[M1, . . . ,MnC ], σα, b) ;
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– the other remaining cases are similar.
Let us define now the extended terms and reduction rules associated with the propo-
sition rewrite rule R : P → ϕ. For some formula ϕ, for x and a some name and coname,
the open-terms denoted 〈|` a : ϕ |〉 and 〈| x : ϕ `|〉 are defined as follows.
〈| Γ ` ∆ |〉 ,  B Γ ` ∆ if Γ and ∆ only contain atomic formulæ
〈| Γ, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ,∆ |〉 , Ax(x, a)
〈| Γ ` a : ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2,∆ |〉 , ImpR(x̂b̂〈| Γ, x : ϕ1 ` b : ϕ2,∆ |〉, a)
〈| Γ, x : ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉 , ImpL(ŷ〈| Γ, y : ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉, â〈| Γ ` a : ϕ1,∆ |〉, x)
〈| Γ ` a : ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2,∆ |〉 , OrR(̂bĉ〈| Γ ` b : ϕ1, c : ϕ2,∆ |〉, a)
〈| Γ, x : ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉 , OrL(ŷ〈| Γ, y : ϕ1 ` ∆ |〉, ẑ〈| Γ, z : ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉, x)
〈| Γ ` a : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2,∆ |〉 , AndR(̂b〈| Γ ` b : ϕ1,∆ |〉, ĉ〈| Γ ` c : ϕ2,∆ |〉, a)
〈| Γ, x : ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉 , AndL(ŷẑ〈| Γ, y : ϕ1, z : ϕ2 ` ∆ |〉, x)
〈| Γ ` a : ∃x.ϕ,∆ |〉 , ExistsR(̂b〈| Γ ` b : ϕ[x := α],∆ |〉, α, a) α is fresh
〈| Γ, x : ∃x.ϕ ` ∆ |〉 , ExistsL(ŷx̂〈| Γ, y : ϕ ` ∆ |〉, x) if x /∈ FV(Γ,∆)
〈| Γ ` a : ∀x.ϕ,∆ |〉 , ForallR(̂bx̂〈| Γ ` b : ϕ,∆ |〉, a) if x /∈ FV(Γ,∆)
〈| Γ, x : ∀x.ϕ ` ∆ |〉 , ForallL(ŷ〈| Γ, y : ϕ[x := α] ` ∆ |〉, α, x) α is fresh
The definition is non-deterministic just as the definition of new deduction rules in super
sequent calculus systems. We may pick any of the possibilities just as we do for the
computation of new deduction rules.
We prove the following lemma, which states the adequacy of the typing of 〈|` a :
ϕ |〉 (resp. 〈| x : ϕ `|〉) with the right (resp. left) superdeduction rule associated with a
proposition rewrite rule P → ϕ.
Lemma 1 Let R : P → ϕ be some proposition rewrite rule and let C be the open-
term 〈|` a : ϕ |〉. Then, for any instance of the right rule RR having Γ ` a : P,∆
as its conclusion, C B Γ ` a : ϕ,∆ is well-typed, and moreover there exists some
substitution σ for placeholder-terms covering C such that the sequents in the premises
of C substituted by σ are the premises of this instance of RR.
Proof. By construction, an instance of RR can be transformed into a decomposition of
the logical connectors of ϕ, and thus into some open type inference ofCBΓ ` a : ϕ,∆,
by construction of C. The substitution σ substitutes for the placeholder-terms in this
open type inference derivation the terms that are used in this instance of RR. We obtain
thus that the sequents in the premises of C substituted by σ are the premises of this
instance of RR. ut
An analogous version of Lemma 1 can be proven for the introduction of P on the left.
We propose the type inference rules presented as follows for introducing P on the left
and on the right.
RR
(
Mi B Γ, x
i
1 : A
i
1, . . . , x
i
pi : A
i
pi ` a
i
1 : B
i
1, . . . , a
i
qi : B
i
qi ,∆
)
16i6n
RR
(
x̂1 . . . x̂p,
(
x̂i1 . . . x̂
i
pi â
i
1 . . . â
i
qiMi
)
,
16i6n
α1, . . . , αq, a
)
B Γ ` a : P,∆
C
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n is the number of open leaves of 〈|` a : ϕ |〉. The side condition C is the side con-
dition of the corresponding rule in the super sequent calculus. The first-order variables
x1, . . . , xp are the variables concerned by this side condition and by Lemma 1, they are
the bound first-order variables of 〈|` a : ϕ |〉. The α1, . . . , αq are the placeholder-
terms appearing in this later open-term. When using this type inference rule, these
placeholder-terms are to be instantiated by first-order terms in the proof-terms as in
the formulæ.
RL
(
Nj B Γ, y
j
1 : C
j
1 , . . . , y
j
rj : C
j
rj ` b
j
1 : D
j
1, . . . , b
j
sj : D
j
sj ,∆
)
16j6m
RL
(
ŷ1 . . . ŷr,
(
ŷj1 . . . ŷ
j
rj b̂
j
1 . . . b̂
j
sjNj
)
,
16j6m
β1, . . . , βs, x
)
B Γ, x : P ` ∆
C′
m is the number of open leaves of 〈| x : ϕ `|〉. The side condition C′ is the side
condition of the corresponding rule in the super sequent calculus. The first-order vari-
ables y1, . . . , yr are the variables concerned by this side condition and by the version
of Lemma 1 for introducing P on the left, they are the bound first-order variables of
〈| x : ϕ `|〉. The β1, . . . , βs are the placeholder-terms appearing in this later open-term.
By duality it is expected that p = s and q = r. When using this type inference rule,
these placeholder-terms are to be instantiated by first-order terms in the proof-terms as
in the formulæ.
We obtain the extended proof-terms for a super sequent calculus system. Proofs
substitutions are extended in the obvious way on proof-terms.
The extended cut-elimination associated with cut−→, denoted excut−→, is defined as fol-
lows. For each proposition rewrite rule R : P → ϕ, for each reduction
Cut(â〈|` a : ϕ |〉, x̂〈| x : ϕ `|〉) cut−→
+
C
where C is a normal form for cut−→, we add to cut−→ the following rewrite rule.
σCut
(
âRR
(
x̂1 . . . x̂p,
(
x̂i1 . . . x̂
i
pi â
i
1 . . . â
i
qiMi
)
,
16i6n
α1 . . . αq, a
)
,
x̂RL
(
ŷ1 . . . ŷr,
(
ŷj1 . . . ŷ
j
rj b̂
j
1 . . . b̂
j
sjNj
)
,
16j6m
β1 . . . βs, x
))
excut−→ σC[M1, . . . , Nm]
if RR(. . . ) and RL(. . . ) freshly introduce a and x
Here σ substitutes for each placeholder-term a first-order term. However these terms
are meta just as the symbol t in the eighth and ninth rules of Figure 2.
The cut-elimination excut−→ is complete: any instance of a cut is a redex and thus a
normal form for excut−→ is cut-free.
An important result of [BHK07] is the following theorem.
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Theorem 2 (Strong Normalisation) Let us suppose that the set of proposition rewrite
rules R is such that for each of its rules R : P → ϕ:
– P contains only first-order variables (no function symbol or constant);
– FV(ϕ) ⊆ FV(P );
and such that the rewrite relation
prop−→ associated with R is weakly normalising and
confluent. Then excut−→ is strongly normalising on well-typed extended terms.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in Section 4. It uses the normal forms of for-
mulæ through the rewrite relation
prop−→ to translate proofs in superdeduction into proofs
in usual sequent calculus and thus requires that
prop−→ is weak normalising and confluent.
Besides the translation of existential/universal rules requires the two other hypothesis,
as it will be explained by a precise counter-example in Section 3.
It is interesting to notice that since Hypothesis 1 implies the cut-admissibility in
the super sequent calculus system, and since this system is sound and complete w.r.t.
predicate logic, it implies the consistency of the corresponding first-order theory.
3 A foundation for new proof assistants
The first strong argument in favour of proof assistants based on superdeduction is the
representation of proofs. Indeed, existing proof assistants such as COQ, Isabelle or PVS
are based on the proof planning paradigm, where proofs are represented by a succession
of applications of tactics and of tacticals. COQ also builds a proof-term, in particular
to bring the proof check down to a micro kernel. In these approaches, the witness of
the proof is bound to convince the user that the proof is correct but not to actually
explain it, as usual mathematical proofs often also do. Even if the proof-terms of COQ
are displayed as trees or under the form of natural language text, the main steps of the
proof are drown in a multitude of usually not expressed logical arguments due to both
the underlying calculus and the presence of purely computational parts, e.g. the proof
that 2 + 3 equals 5.
Deduction modulo is a first step forward addressing this later issue by internalis-
ing computational aspects of a theory inside a congruence. With the canonical rewrite
system on naturals, P (2 + 3) ` P (5) becomes an axiom. However a congruence de-
fined by proposition rewrite rules whose right-hand side is not atomic does not bring
the expected comfort to interactive proving: the choice of a proposition representative
in the congruence introduces some nondeterminism which is neither useful nor wanted.
Superdeduction solves this problem by narrowing the choice of a deduction rule to the
presence in the goal of one of the extended deduction rules conclusions and goes a step
further by also eliminating trivial logical arguments in a proof. Thereby, superdeduction
provides a framework for naturally building but also communicating and understanding
the essence of proofs.
Notice that extended deduction rules contain only atomic premises and conclusions,
thus proof building in this system is like plugging in theorems, definitions and axioms
together. This points out the fact that logical arguments of proofs are actually encoded
by the structure of theorems, which explains why they are usually not mentionned.
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Another important aspect of superdeduction is its potential ability to naturally en-
code custom reasoning schemes. Let us see how superdeduction behaves in practice
when confronted to common situations of theorem proving.
3.1 Higher-order logic
An interesting case is the encoding of other logics like higher-order logic which has
been expressed through proposition rewrite rules in [Dow97]. As an example, the propo-
sition rewrite rule ε(α(∀̇, x)) → ∀y.ε(α(x, y)) is translated into the following deduction
rules which mimic the deduction rules of higher-order logic.
Γ `+ ε(α(x, y)),∆
Γ `+ ε(α(∀̇, x)),∆
(y /∈ FV(Γ ))
Γ, ε(α(x, t)) `+ ∆
Γ, ε(α(∀̇, x)) `+ ∆
The interesting point is that this behaviour is not encoded inside the underlying logic
but is the result of the chosen theory which is only a parameter of the system.
3.2 Induction
Another application field of superdeduction is the handling of induction schemes, in-
troduced in Section 2 with the example of structural induction over Peano naturals. Let
us carry on this by proving that every natural number is either odd or even in the super
sequent calculus. We start by defining the predicates even and odd with the following
three proposition rewrite rules.
zero : Even(0) → >
even : Even(s(n)) → Odd(n)
odd : Odd(s(n)) → Even(n)
This leads to six simple folding and unfolding rules.
zeroL
Γ `+R ∆
Γ,Even(0) `+R ∆
zeroR
Γ `+R Even(0),∆
evenL
Γ,Odd(n) `+R ∆
Γ,Even(s(n)) `+R ∆
evenR
Γ `+R Odd(n),∆
Γ `+R Even(s(n)),∆
oddL
Γ,Even(n) `+R ∆
Γ,Odd(s(n)) `+R ∆
oddR
Γ `+R Even(n),∆
Γ `+R Odd(s(n)),∆
Finally, let us recall that the derived inference rules for induction encode second-order
reasoning by the use of classes, i.e. constants standing for propositions. For instance,
assuming that the ˙odd class represents the Odd predicate, we add the following axiom
to the context of the proof : ∀x.(x ∈ ˙odd ⇔ Odd(x)). Here, since we want to prove
that every natural is either odd or even, we introduce the ˙ooe class which encodes the
latter proposition. This is done through a proposition rewrite rule:
oddoreven : n ∈ ˙ooe → Odd(n) ∨ Even(n)
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This leads to the creation of two new deduction rules for the super sequent calculus.
oddorevenL
Γ,Odd(n) `+R ∆ Γ,Even(n) `+R ∆
Γ, n ∈ ˙ooe `+R ∆
oddorevenR
Γ `+R Odd(n), Even(n),∆
Γ `+R n ∈ ˙ooe,∆
We finally can build a proof of n ∈ N `+R Odd(n) ∨ Even(n), which is depicted
by Figure 5 (some weakening steps are left implicit to lighten the proof tree). Let us
call respectively Π1, Π2 and Π3 the premises of the ∈NL rule. The proof appears to
be rather readable compared to a proof of the same proposition in classical sequent
calculus: we start by proving that zero is even or odd (Π1), then that the even or odd
property is hereditary (Π2) by using the deduction rules translating the definitions of
even, odd and zero. Then we prove that the proposition holds for every integer by using
the induction principle expressed by rule ∈NL . The subproof Π3 is purely axiomatic
and would be typically automated in a proof assistant.
∨R
∈NL
oddorevenR
zeroR
`+R Odd(0), Even(0)
`+R 0 ∈ ˙ooe, Odd(n), Even(n)
heredR
oddorevenR
oddorevenL
evenR
AX
Odd(m) `+R Odd(m)
Odd(m) `+R Odd(s(m)), Even(s(m))
········
oddR
AX
Even(m) `+R Even(m)
Even(m) `+R Odd(s(m)), Even(s(m))
m ∈ ˙ooe `+R Odd(s(m)), Even(s(m))
m ∈ ˙ooe `+R s(m) ∈ ˙ooe
`+R H( ˙ooe), Odd(n), Even(n)
··········
oddorevenL
AX
Odd(n) `+R Odd(n), Even(n)
AX
Even(n) `+R Odd(n), Even(n)
n ∈ ˙ooe `+R Odd(n), Even(n)
··········································
n ∈ N `+R Odd(n), Even(n)
n ∈ N `+R Odd(n) ∨ Even(n)
Figure 5. Proof of n ∈ N `+R Odd(n) ∨ Even(n)
Let us remark that in a framework mixing superdeduction and deduction modulo,
Π3 would be immediately closed by an axiom, while the encoding of second order by
classes could hardly disappear everywhere in the proof tree. Indeed, the proposition
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m ∈ ˙ooe for instance would be equal to Odd(m) ∨ Even(m) `+R Odd(s(m)) ∨
Even(s(m)) modulo R, which would hide the explicit decoding by the successive ap-
plications of oddorevenR and oddorevenL. The study of such a deduction system is
an active research topic.
One may argue that this approach is not viable within the framework of proof assis-
tants because it requires to virtually provide a class for each constructible proposition
of the language. This would lead to the introduction of an infinite number of constants
symbols, as well as an infinity of associated “decoding” axioms. This problem is ad-
dressed in [Kir06] which proposes a finite axiomatisation of the theory of classes. The
basic idea is to introduce a constant symbol along with its decoding axiom for each
predicate symbol of the discourse. They shall be a finite number of them. As an exam-
ple, let us encode Odd and Even:
decodeeven : x ∈ ˙even→ Even(x)
decodeodd : x ∈ ˙odd→ Odd(x)
However this time, classes encoding complex propositions are built over this finite set
of constants using function symbols encoding logical connectors. For instance, the ∪
function symbol encodes the ∨ connector:
decodeunion : x ∈ a ∪ b→ x ∈ a ∨ x ∈ b
This entails the encoding of the proposition Odd(x)∨Even(x) by the x ∈ ˙odd∪ ˙even
one. The difficulty of such an approach is the handling of bound variables and predi-
cates arities. This is achieved via the use of De Bruijn indices and axioms distributing
variables a la explicit substitutions. The latter proposition is eventually encoded by the
following term, whose derivation using the decoding axioms is provided here as an
example (see [Kir06] for more details):
x ::nil ∈ ˙odd(1) ∪ ˙even(1)
→ x ::nil ∈ ˙odd(1) ∨ x ::nil ∈ ˙even(1)
→ Odd(1[x ::nil]) ∨ x ::nil ∈ ˙even(1)
→ Odd(x) ∨ x ::nil ∈ ˙even(1)
→ Odd(x) ∨ Even(1[x ::nil])
→ Odd(x) ∨ Even(x)
This powerful mechanism enables the simulation of higher-order behaviour in proof
assistants in a natural way. Indeed, decoding is only calculus, which therefore is well
handled by both deduction modulo and superdeduction. Once again, a system mixing
the two approaches would totally hide the encoding part to the user through deduction
modulo while providing a natural way of expressing the induction reasoning via an ex-
tended deduction rule.
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3.3 Equality
Let us see now how superdeduction handles equality. Taken back to the previously dis-
cussed higher-order encoding, the Leibniz definition of equality is expressed as follows:
eq : x = y → ∀p.(x ::nil ∈ p⇒ y ::nil ∈ p)
This leads to the derivation of the following new inference rules:
eqL
Γ `+R x ::nil ∈ p,∆ Γ, y ::nil ∈ p `+R ∆
Γ, x = y `+R ∆
eqR
Γ, x ::nil ∈ p `+R y ::nil ∈ p,∆
Γ `+R x = y,∆
p 6∈ FV(Γ, ∆)
The right rule is rather intuitive and is used to prove the reflexivity of equality in two
proof steps:
∀R
eqL
AX
x ::nil ∈ p `+R x ::nil ∈ p
`+R x = x
`+R ∀x.x = x
The left rule requires a class term encoding a proposition and is typically used to prove
extensionality of function symbols. For instance, given a function symbol f , let us prove
that x = y ⇒ f(x) = f(y) for any x and y. The appropriate proposition to feed the
axiom of Leibniz with would then be f(x) = f(α), parameterized by α. Let us translate
this into a class term and prove the proposition:
eqL
eqR
AX
f(x) ::nil ∈ p `+R f(x) ::nil ∈ p
`+R f(x) = f(x)
····
`+R x ::nil ∈ f(S(x))=̇1
AX
f(x) = f(y) `+R f(x) = f(y)
····
y ::nil ∈ f(S(x))=̇1 `+R f(x) = f(y)
x = y `+R f(x) = f(y)
The dots stands for decoding steps using axioms of [Kir06]. The S function symbol
should be read as “shift” and is part of the explicit substitution mechanism.
Thus, while Leibniz’ definition is adapted to proofs of equality metaproperties, sim-
ple notions like extensionality require some deduction steps. A natural use of superde-
duction would then be to translate this theorem into an inference rule:
fR
Γ `+R x = y,∆
Γ `+R f(x) = f(y),∆
However, this goes beyond the scope of superdeduction since the proved proposition
is not a proposition rewrite rule (i.e. an equivalence). A reasonable extension of su-
perdeduction would be the creation of only-right inference rules to translate axioms of
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∀R
∀R
∧R
⇒R
∀R
⇒R
INCL
AX
x ∈ Y, x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y
AX
x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y, x ∈ X
X ⊆ Y, x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y
X ⊆ Y `+INC x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y
X ⊆ Y `+INC ∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y)
`+INC X ⊆ Y ⇒ (∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y))
·····················
⇒R
INCR
∀L
⇒L
AX
x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y, x ∈ X
AX
x ∈ Y, x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y
x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y, x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y
∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y), x ∈ X `+INC x ∈ Y
∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y) `+INC X ⊆ Y
`+INC (∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y)) ⇒ X ⊆ Y
`+INC X ⊆ Y ⇔ ∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y)
`+INC ∀Y.(X ⊆ Y ⇔ ∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y))
`+INC ∀X.∀Y.(X ⊆ Y ⇔ ∀x.(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y))
Figure 6. The proof π1.
the shape ∀x.(P ⇒ ϕ). Nevertheless, the price to pay would be the loss of the cut-
elimination result. The question of extending the cut-elimination procedure to this case
is still open.
3.4 Cut-elimination as a translation
An interesting cut-reduction is the following. Let us consider the following proposition
rewrite rule:
INC : ∀A.∀B.(A ⊆ B → ∀x.(x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ B))
First of all we construct the proof π1 of `+INC INC depicted in Figure 6 (in fact for
any theory Th, there is a proof of `+Th Th by completeness of superdeduction). The
proofterm associated with this proof is
π1 = ForallR(â2X̂ForallR(â3ŶAndR(â4ν1, â9ν2, a3), a2), a1)
with
ν1 = ImpR(x̂1â5ForallR(â6x̂ImpR(x̂2â7INCL(x̂3Ax(x3, a7),
â8Ax(x2, a8), x, x1), a6), a5), a4)
and
ν2 = ImpR(x̂4â10INCR(x̂x̂5â11ForallL(x̂6ImpL(x̂7Ax(x7, a11),
â12Ax(x5, a12), x6), x, x4), a10), a9)
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Besides we propose the following proof of INC ` A ⊆ A, denoted π2, in raw classical
sequent calculus.
∀L
∀L
∧L
⇒L
AX
. . . , A ⊆ A ` A ⊆ A
∀R
⇒R
AX
. . . , x ∈ A ` A ⊆ A, x ∈ A
. . . ` A ⊆ A, x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ A
. . . ` A ⊆ A,∀x.(x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ A)
. . . , (∀x.(x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ A)) ⇒ A ⊆ A ` A ⊆ A
(A ⊆ A) ⇔ ∀x.(x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ A) ` A ⊆ A
∀Y.(A ⊆ Y ) ⇔ ∀x.(x ∈ A⇒ x ∈ Y ) ` A ⊆ A
INC ` A ⊆ A
The proofterm associated with this proof is
π2 = ForallL(x̂9ForallL(x̂10AndL(x̂11x̂12ν3, x10), A, x9), A, x8)
with
ν3 = ImpL(x̂13Ax(x13, a14),
â15ForallR(â16x̂ImpR(x̂14â17Ax(x14, a17), a16), a15), x12)
Now we wish to express the proof π2 in superdeduction. The corresponding proof
denoted π3 is
INCR
AX
x ∈ A `+INC x ∈ A
`+INC A ⊆ A
We will now obtain it directly from π2 (and from π1 whose construction only de-
pends on the axiom INC). Let us consider the proofterm Cut(â1π1, x̂8π2) which repre-
sents the proof
CUT
π1
`+INC INC
π2
INC ` A ⊆ A
`+INC A ⊆ A
This proof can also be seen as the translation of the proof π2 in superdeduction: a cut is
used to delete the axiom INC from the context. Now it is interesting to understand that
the elimination of this cut will actually propagate the superdeduction inference rules
contained by π1 into the proof π2 and translate the (cut-free) proof of INC ` A ⊆ A
into a (cut-free) proof of `+INC A ⊆ A replacing any use of the axiom INC by a super-
deduction rule. An elimination of this cut is depicted in Figure 7. Its result represents
the proof π3.
3.5 Crabbe’s counterexample
The (counter)example we consider now is known as Crabbe’s counterexample and con-
sists in R : A→ B ∧ (A⇒ ⊥). The open-terms associated with it are:
〈|` a : B ∧ (A⇒ ⊥) |〉 = AndR(̂bM1, ĉImpR(x̂b̂′M2, c), a)
〈| x : B ∧ (A⇒ ⊥) `|〉 = AndL(ŷẑImpL(ŷ′FalseL(y′),
âM, z), x)
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Cut( ba1π1, cx1π2)
= Cut( ba1ForallR( ba2bXForallR( ba3bYAndR( ba4ν1, ba9ν2, a3), a2), a1),cx8ForallL(cx9ForallL( cx10AndL( cx11 cx12ν3, x10), A, x9), A, x8))
excut−→
+
Cut( ba9ν2, cx12ν3)
= Cut( ba9ImpR(cx4 ca10INCR(. . . ), a9),cx12ImpL( cx13Ax(x13, a14), ca15ForallR(. . . ), cx12))
excut−→ Cut( ca10Cut( ca15ForallR(. . . ), cx4INCR(. . . )), cx13Ax(x13, a14))
excut−→ Cut( ca15ForallR(. . . ), cx4INCR(bxcx5 ca11ForallL(. . . ), a14))
excut−→ INCR(dxcx5 ca11Cut( ca15ForallR(. . . ), cx4ForallL(. . . )), a14)
excut−→ INCR(bxcx5 ca11Cut( ca16ImpR(. . . ), cx6ImpL(. . . )), a14)
excut−→ INCR(bxcx5 ca11Cut( ca12Ax(x5, a12),cx14Cut( ca17Ax(x14, a17), cx7Ax(x7, a11))), a14)
excut−→
+
INCR(bxcx5 ca11Ax(x5, a11), a14)
Figure 7. A cut-elimination of INC
The reduction
Cut(âAndR(̂bM1, ĉImpR(x̂b̂′M2, c), a),
x̂AndL(ŷẑImpL(ŷ′FalseL(y′), âM, z), x))
cut−→
∗
Cut(̂bM1, ŷCut(âM, x̂M2))
is replaced by
Cut(âRR(̂bM1, x̂b̂′M2, a), x̂RL(ŷâM, x))
→ Cut(̂bM1, ŷCut(âM, x̂M2))
with ad hoc conditions on freshly introduced variables. Let us define the two following
terms.
δ , RL(ŷâAx(x, a), x)
∆ , RR(̂bAx(z, b), x̂b̂′δ, c)
The following reduction does not terminate:
Cut(ĉ∆, x̂δ)
= Cut(ĉ∆, x̂RL(ŷâAx(x, a), x))
RL(ŷâAx(x, a), x) does not freshly introduce x
→ RL(ŷâAx(x, a), x)[x := ĉ∆]
= Cut(ĉ∆, x̂RL(ŷâAx(x, a)[x := ĉ∆], x))
= Cut(ĉ∆, x̂RL(ŷâ∆[c 7→ a], a))
=α Cut(ĉ∆, x̂RL(ŷĉ∆, a))
= Cut(ĉRR(̂bAx(z, b), x̂b̂′δ, c), x̂RL(ŷĉ∆, a))
→ Cut(ĉCut(̂bAx(z, b), ŷ∆), x̂δ)
∆ does not freshly introduces y
→ Cut(ĉ∆[y := b̂Ax(z, b)], x̂δ)
= Cut(ĉ∆, x̂δ)
→ . . .
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This proposition rewrite rules thus breaks cut-elimination. It obviously does not satisfy
Hypothesis 1.
3.6 A convergent presentation of Russel’s paradox
This interesting example has first been exposed for deduction modulo in [DW03]. It
will be adapted here for superdeduction. Let us consider these two proposition rewrite
rules.
R1 : R ∈ R → ∀y.(y ' R⇒ (R ∈ y ⇒ ⊥))
R2 : y ' z → ∀y.(x ∈ y ⇒ z ∈ y)
The associated inference rules are
R1R
Γ, y ' R,R ∈ y ` ∆
Γ ` R ∈ R,∆
y /∈ FV(Γ, ∆) R1L
Γ ` R ∈ t,∆ Γ ` t ' R,∆
Γ,R ∈ R ` ∆
R2R
Γ, x ∈ t1 ` x ∈ t2,∆
Γ ` t1 ' t2,∆
x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆) R2L
Γ, t ∈ t2 ` ∆ Γ ` t ∈ t1,∆
Γ, t1 ' t2 ` ∆
Then we can prove ` ⊥.
CUT
R1R
CUT
R2L
AX
R ∈ R,R ∈ y ` R ∈ R,⊥
AX
R ∈ y ` R ∈ y, R ∈ R,⊥
y ' R,R ∈ y ` R ∈ R,⊥
················
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
y ' R,R ∈ y, R ∈ R ` ⊥
y ' R,R ∈ y ` ⊥
` R ∈ R,⊥
R1L
AX
R ∈ R ` R ∈ R,⊥
R2L
AX
R ∈ R, x ∈ R ` x ∈ R,⊥
R ∈ R ` R ' R,⊥
R ∈ R ` ⊥
············
` ⊥
The deduction system is not consistent and since there is no cut-free proof of ` ⊥,
strong normalisation of the cut-reduction does not hold. The set of proposition rewrite
rules {R1,R2} does not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2 because of the constant R
in R ∈ R which also plays a central role in the proof of ` ⊥.
3.7 lemuridæ
All these properties led us to develop a proof assistant based on the super sequent cal-
culus: lemuridæ. It features extended deduction rules derivation with focussing, rewrit-
ing on first-order terms, proof building with the associated superdeduction system, as
well as some basic automatic tactics. It is implemented with the TOM [MR06] lan-
guage, which provides powerful (associative) rewriting capabilities and strategic pro-
grammation on top of JAVA. The choice of the TOM language has several beneficial
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consequences. First of all, the expressiveness of the language allows for clean and short
code. This is in particular the case of the micro proofchecker, whose patterns faithfully
translate deduction rules of sequent calculus. Thus, the proofchecker is only one hun-
dred lines long and it is therefore more realistic to convince everyone that it is actually
sound.
The other main contribution of TOM to lemuridæ is the expression of tacticals
by strategies. The TOM strategy language is directly inspired from early research on
ELAN [VB98] and ρ-calculus and allows to compose basic strategies to express com-
plex programs using strategies combinators. In this formalism, a naive proof search
tactical is simply expressed by topdown(elim), where topdown is a “call-by-name”
strategy and elim has the usual semantics of the corresponding command.
4 Full proofs of the principles
In this section we provide the full proofs of Theorem 2. Let us prove first the following
simple result.
Lemma 2 For some well-typed open-term CBΓ ` ∆ whose open leaves are BΓi `
∆i for 1 6 i 6 nC , for some σ covering C, if for all 1 6 i 6 nC , Mi B σΓi ` σ∆i is
a well-typed term, then σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ ` σ∆ is a well-typed term.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the context C.
– If it is  B Γ ` ∆, typed by Γ ` ∆, then its type inference derivation is the single
leaf
 B Γ ` ∆
and nC = 1. As by hypothesis M1 B σΓ ` σ∆ is well-typed, and as by definition
σC[M1] = M1, σC[M1] B σΓ ` σ∆ is well-typed.
– If it is Ax(x, a), typed by Γ ′, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ,∆′. then its type inference derivation
has no leaf since it is
AX
Ax(x, a) B Γ ′, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ,∆′
Then C = σC[] is a term and σC[] B σΓ ` σ∆ is a well-typed term.
– If it is AndR(̂bC1, ĉC2, a), the type inference is
∧R
. . .
C1 B Γ ` b : ϕ1,∆′
. . .
C2 B Γ ` c : ϕ2,∆′
AndR(̂bC1, ĉC2, a) B Γ ` a : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2,∆′
By induction hypothesis,
σC1[M1, . . . ,MnC1 ] B σΓ, b : σϕ1, σ∆
′
and
σC2[MnC1+1, . . . ,MnC1+nC2 ] B σΓ, c : σϕ2, σ∆
′
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are well-typed. Then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ ` a : σϕ1 ∧ σϕ2, σ∆′
is well-typed.
– If it is ExistsR(âC1, α, b), the type inference is
∃R
. . .
C1 B Γ ` a : ϕ[x := α],∆′
ExistsR(âC1, α, b) B Γ ` b : ∃x.ϕ,∆′
By induction hypothesis,
σC1[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ ` a : (σϕ)[x := σα], σ∆′
is well-typed and then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ ` b : ∃x.σϕ, σ∆′
is well-typed.
– If it is ExistsL(x̂x̂C1, y), the type inference is
∃L
. . .
C1 B Γ, x : ϕ ` ∆′
ExistsL(x̂x̂C1, y) B Γ, y : ∃x.ϕ ` ∆′
x /∈ FV(Γ, ∆′)
By induction hypothesis,
σC1[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ, x : σϕ ` σ∆′
is well-typed, and then
σC[M1, . . . ,MnC ] B σΓ, y : ∃x.σϕ ` σ∆′
is well-typed.
– other cases are similar.
ut
Subject reduction is implied by Lemmas 2 and 1.
Lemma 3 (Subject Reduction) If M excut−→
∗
M ′ and M B Γ ` ∆ is well-typed, then
M ′ B Γ ` ∆ is well-typed.
Proof. By inspection of the rules defining excut−→. ut
We define a rewrite system denoted
prop−→ on propositions by turning each proposition
rewrite rule into a rewrite rule in the standard way (see for example [DHK03]). We
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define a rewrite system denoted term−→ on extended proof-terms as follows. It contains for
each R : P → ϕ the rewrite rule
σRR
̂x1 . . . x̂p,(x̂i1 . . . x̂ipi âi1 . . . âiqiMi )
16i6n
, α1 . . . αq, a
term−→ σ〈|` a : ϕ |〉[M1, . . . ,Mn]
where σ is a substitution over placeholder-terms covering 〈|` a : ϕ |〉 (here the bound
names and conames of this later open-term are supposed different from the free and
bound names and conames of RR(. . . )) and the rewrite rule
σRL
̂y1 . . . ŷr,(ŷj1 . . . ŷjrj b̂j1 . . . b̂jsjNj )
16j6m
, β1 . . . βs, x
term−→ σ〈| x : ϕ `|〉[N1, . . . , Nm]
where σ is a substitution over placeholder-terms covering 〈| x : ϕ `|〉 (here the bound
names and conames of this later open-term are supposed different from the free and
bound names and conames of RL(. . . )).
As term−→ is orthogonal, it is confluent. Besides if term−→ is confluent and weakly normal-
ising, then the unique normal form of an extended term M is denoted M ↓t. Similarly
if
prop−→ is confluent and weakly normalising, then the unique normal form of a formula ϕ
is denoted ϕ ↓p. This notation is extended to contexts and sequents. It is also extended
to open-terms, since they also contain sequents through the  B Γ ` ∆ constructor.
Let us prove now that excut−→ is strongly normalising on well-typed extended terms
under the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1 For a set of proposition rewrite rules R, the rewrite relation prop−→ associ-
ated with R is weakly normalising and confluent and for each of its rule R : P → ϕ:
– P contains only first-order variables (no function or constant);
– FV(ϕ) ⊆ FV(P ).
The second hypothesis restricts the use of first-order constants and functions in
particular to avoid counterexamples such as the presentation of Russel’s paradox from
[DW03] and presented in Section 3 for which the set of proposition rewrite rules termi-
nates but the cut-elimination does not.
Now let us begin our strong normalisation proof with the following lemmas. First,
if no proper subterm of M introduces some name or coname and if M term−→
∗
M ′, then
no proper subterm of M ′ introduces this name of coname. This remark allows to prove
the following lemma.
Lemma 4 IfM term−→M ′ thenM freshly introduces some name or coname is equivalent
to M ′ freshly introduces this name of coname.
By definition of term−→ with respect to substitutions over first-order variables, the fol-
lowing lemma is straightforward.
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Lemma 5 If M term−→M ′, then for all substitution [x := t], M [x := t] term−→M ′[x := t].
This result extends obviously to term−→
∗
.
This allows to prove the following corollary.
Corollary 1 If term−→ is weakly normalising, for all M and [x := t], (M [x := t]) ↓t=
(M ↓t)[x := t].
Proof. By Lemma 5 and since M term−→
∗
M ↓t, then M [x := t] term−→
∗
(M ↓t)[x := t].
Moreover it is to be noticed that by definition of term−→ and for all term N , N contains a
redex for term−→ implies that N [x := t] contains a redex. Therefore (M ↓t)[x := t] is a
normal form for term−→ and it is (M [x := t]) ↓t. ut
We supposed that in any proposition rewrite rule R : P → ϕ, P (which is a predi-
cate) only contains first-order variables, and no first-order constant or function. Thus it
implies the following lemma.
Lemma 6 Let ϕ and ϕ′ be some first-order formulæ such that ϕ prop−→ ϕ′. Let x be some
first-order variable and t be some first-order term. Then ϕ[x := t]
prop−→ ϕ′[x := t]
Proof. We first suppose that the reduction ϕ
prop−→ ϕ′ is done at the head of ϕ. If the
reduction takes place inside a context, we proceed by induction on this context. ut
This result is extended to
prop−→
∗
in the obvious way. Besides, it implies the following
corollary.
Corollary 2 Let ϕ be some first-order formula. Let x be some first-order variable and
t be some first-order term. Then (ϕ[x := t]) ↓p= ϕ ↓p [x := t].
Proof. As ϕ
prop−→
∗
ϕ ↓p, by Lemma 6, ϕ[x := t] prop−→
∗
ϕ ↓p [x := t]. If this later
formula contains some redex, this redex is an instance of P (x1, . . . , xn). Then ϕ ↓p
also contains an instance of P (x1, . . . , xn). This is a contradiction to the fact that ϕ ↓p
is a normal form for
prop−→. Thus ϕ ↓p [x := t] = (ϕ[x := t]) ↓p. ut
We can also prove a result similar to Corollary 2 on placeholder-terms substitutions.
Lemma 7 Let ϕ be some first-order formula. Let σ be some placeholder-terms substi-
tution. Then (σϕ) ↓p= σ(ϕ ↓p).
Proof. Similar to Corollary 2, with a lemma similar to Lemma 6. ut
The last hypothesis we did on the set of proposition rewrite rule is that for each
R : P → ϕ, we have FV(ϕ) ⊆ FV(P ). It allows to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 8 Let ϕ1 and ϕ2 be some formulæ such that ϕ1
prop−→ ϕ2. Then FV(ϕ2) ⊆
FV(ϕ1).
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Proof. – If the reduction ϕ1
prop−→ ϕ2 takes place at the head of ϕ1. Then for some
R : P (x1, . . . , xp) → ϕ, ϕ1 is P (t1, . . . , tp) where the ti are first-order terms. Then
ϕ2 is ϕ[(xi := ti)16i6p]. As the free variables of ϕ are by hypothesis included in
{x1, . . . , xp}, the free variables of ϕ2 are included in FV(t1)∪· · ·∪FV(tp), which
is the set FV(ϕ1).
– If the reduction ϕ1
prop−→ ϕ2 takes place inside a context, we proceed by induction
on this context.
ut
This result is extended to
prop−→
∗
in the obvious way.
Lemma 9 Any open type inference derivation of C B Γ ` ∆ with open leaves  B
Γi ` ∆i for 1 6 i 6 nC may be turned into an open type inference derivation of
C ↓p BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p with premises  B Γi ↓p` ∆i ↓p.
Proof. By induction on the open type inference derivation.
– One of the base cases is for instance the axiom case : if C = Ax(x, a), and C B
Γ ′, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ,∆′ well-typed (by the axiom rule), then it is straightforward that
C ↓p BΓ ′ ↓p, x : ϕ ↓p` a : ϕ ↓p,∆′ ↓p is well-typed.
– Let us treat the case of an open leaf : if C =  B Γ ` ∆, then C ↓p=  B Γ ↓p`
∆ ↓p is also well-typed.
( B Γ ↓p` ∆ ↓p) B Γ ↓p` ∆ ↓p
– Let us treat the case of ∧R. In this case C is AndR(̂bC1, ĉC2, a) and the type infer-
ence derivation has the following form
∧R
( B Γi ` ∆i)i∈{1,...,nC1}
. . .
C1 B Γ ` b : ϕ1,∆′
( B Γi ` ∆i)i∈{nC1+1,...,nC}
. . .
C2 B Γ ` c : ϕ2,∆′
C B Γ ` a : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2,∆′
Then by induction hypothesis on the open type inference derivations of C1 and C2,
we obtain open type inference derivations of C1 ↓p BΓ ↓p` b : ϕ1 ↓p,∆′ ↓p and
of C2 ↓p BΓ ↓p` c : ϕ2 ↓p,∆′ ↓p with open leaves  B Γi ↓p` ∆i ↓p. Finally
as (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) ↓p= ϕ1 ↓p ∧ϕ2 ↓p and C ↓p= AndR(̂bC1 ↓p, ĉC2 ↓p, a) this gives
using the rule ∧R an open type inference derivation of C ↓p BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p.
– Let us treat the case of ∃R. In this case C is ExistsR(̂bC1, α, a) and the type infer-
ence derivation has the following form.
∃R
( B Γi ` ∆i)16i6nC
. . .
C1 B Γ ` b : ϕ[x := α],∆′
C B Γ ` a : ∃x.ϕ,∆′
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Then by induction hypothesis on the open type inference derivations of C1, we
obtain an open type derivation of C1 ↓p BΓ ↓p` (ϕ[x := α]) ↓p,∆′ ↓p with open
leaves  B Γi ↓p` ∆i ↓p. By Corollary 2 (ϕ[x := α]) ↓p is equal to ϕ ↓p [x := α].
Finally as (∃x.ϕ) ↓p= ∃x.(ϕ) ↓p and as C ↓p= ExistsR(̂bC1, α, a) ↓p, this give an
open type inference derivation of C ↓p BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p.
– Let us treat the case of ∃L. In this caseC is ExistsL(ŷx̂C1, x) and the type inference
derivation has the following form.
∃L
( B Γi ` ∆i)16i6nC
. . .
C1 B Γ
′, y : ϕ ` ∆
ExistsL(ŷx̂C1, x) B Γ ′, x : ∃x.ϕ ` ∆
x /∈ FV(Γ ′, ∆)
Then by induction hypothesis on the open type inference derivation of C1, we ob-
tain an open type inference derivation of C1 ↓p BΓ ′ ↓p, y : ϕ ↓p` ∆ ↓p with
open leaves  B Γi ↓p` ∆i ↓p. First of all by Lemma 8 and as x /∈ FV(Γ ′,∆), x
is not in FV(Γ ′ ↓p,∆ ↓p). Furthermore (∃x.ϕ) ↓p= ∃x.(ϕ) ↓p. Since C ↓p=
ExistsL(ŷx̂C1 ↓p, x), we can build an open type inference derivation of C ↓p
BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p.
– other cases are similar.
ut
Lemma 10 If M B Γ ` ∆ is well-typed, then there exists M ′ such that M ′ B Γ ↓p`
∆ ↓p is well-typed. Besides M term−→M ′ and M ′ is a normal form, denoted M term!−→ M ′.
Proof. By induction on the type inference derivation of M B Γ ` ∆.
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is for instance the Ax rule. M is Ax(x, a) and
the derivation is
AX
Ax(x, a) B Γ ′, x : ϕ ` a : ϕ,∆′
Then we can build the following derivation.
AX
Ax(x, a) B Γ ′ ↓p, x : ϕ ↓p` a : ϕ ↓p,∆′ ↓p
Finally we can check that M term!−→ Ax(x, a).
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is for instance the ∧R rule. M is
AndR(̂bM1, ĉM2, c) and the derivation is
∧R
. . .
M1 B Γ ` b : ϕ1,∆′
. . .
M2 B Γ ` c : ϕ2,∆′
M B Γ ` a : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2,∆′
By induction hypothesis there exists M ′1 and M
′
2 such that M
′
1 B Γ ↓p` b : ϕ1 ↓p
,∆′ ↓p and M ′2 B Γ ↓p` c : ϕ2 ↓p,∆′ ↓p are well-typed. Then we can build the
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following derivation.
∧R
. . .
M ′1 B Γ ↓p` b : ϕ1 ↓p,∆′ ↓p
. . .
M ′2 B Γ ↓p` c : ϕ2 ↓p,∆′ ↓p
M ′ B Γ ↓p` a : ϕ1 ↓p ∧ϕ2 ↓p,∆′ ↓p
where M ′ stands for AndR(̂bM ′1, ĉM
′
2, c). Finally as ϕ1 ↓p ∧ϕ2 ↓p= (ϕ ∧ ϕ2) ↓p
we have found M ′ such that M ′ BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p is well-typed and such that M term!−→
M ′.
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is for instance ∃R, M is ExistsR(̂bM1, t, a) and
the derivation is
∃R
. . .
M1 B Γ ` a : ϕ[x := t],∆′
M B Γ ` a : ∃x.ϕ,∆′
By induction hypothesis there exists M ′1 such that M
′
1 B Γ ↓p` a : ϕ[x := t] ↓p
,∆′ ↓p is well-typed. By Corollary 2, ϕ[x := t] ↓p= ϕ ↓p [x := t] and then we can
build the derivation.
∃R
. . .
M ′1 B Γ ↓p` a : ϕ ↓p [x := t],∆′ ↓p
M ′ B Γ ↓p` a : ∃x.ϕ ↓p,∆′ ↓p
where M ′ stands for ExistsR(̂bM ′1, t, a). Finally as (∃x.ϕ) ↓p= ∃x.ϕ ↓p, we have
found M ′ such that M ′ B Γ ↓p` ∆ ↓p is well-typed and M term!−→ M ′.
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is for instance ∃L, M is ExistsL(ŷx̂M1, x) and
the derivation is
∃L
. . .
M1 B Γ
′, y : ϕ ` ∆
M B Γ ′, x : ∃x.ϕ ` ∆
x /∈ FV(Γ ′, ∆)
By induction hypothesis there exists M ′1 such that M
′
1 B Γ
′ ↓p, x : ϕ ↓p` ∆ ↓p is
well-typed. As x /∈ FV(Γ ′,∆) and by Lemma 8, x /∈ FV(Γ ′ ↓p,∆ ↓p), we can
build the following derivation.
∃L
. . .
M ′1 B Γ
′ ↓p, y : ϕ ↓p` ∆ ↓p
M ′ B Γ ′ ↓p, x : ∃x.ϕ ↓p` ∆ ↓p
x /∈ FV(Γ ′ ↓p, ∆ ↓p)
where M ′ stands for ExistsL(ŷx̂M ′1, x). Finally as ∃x.ϕ ↓p= ∃x.ϕ ↓p, we have
found M ′ such as M ′ B Γ ↓p` ∆ ↓p is well-typed and M term!−→ M ′.
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is not an extended rule, other cases are similar.
– If the bottom rule of the derivation is an extended rule, say RR for R : P → ϕ, it
has the form
RR
(Mi B Γi ` ∆i)i
RR(. . . , (. . .Mi)i, . . . , a) B Γ ` a : P,∆′
C
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Let us denote C = 〈|` a : ϕ |〉. By induction hypothesis there exists M ′1, . . . ,M ′nC
such that for all i, M ′i B Γi ↓p` ∆i ↓p is well-typed and Mi
term!−→ M ′i . Besides
by Lemma 1, there exists a substitution for placeholder-terms σ and an open type
inference derivation whose open leaves are the  B Γ ′i ` ∆′i with σΓ ′i = Γi and
σ∆′i = ∆i for all i and whose conclusion is C B Γ ` a : ϕ,∆′. By Lemma 9, this
open type inference derivation can be turned into one with open leaves BΓ ′i ↓p`
∆′i ↓p and with conclusion C ↓p BΓ ↓p` a : ϕ ↓p,∆′ ↓p. Let us notice that for
all i and by Lemma 7, Γi ↓p= (σΓ ′i ) ↓p= σ(Γ ′i ↓p) and ∆i ↓p= (σ∆′i) ↓p=
σ(∆′i ↓p). Thus by Lemma 2, σC ↓p [(M ′i)i] B σ(Γ ↓p) ` a : σ(ϕ ↓p), σ(∆′ ↓p)
is well-typed. Since σΓ ↓p= Γ ↓p, σϕ ↓p= ϕ ↓p and σ∆′ ↓p= ∆′ ↓p (Γ , ϕ
and ∆′ appear in a derivation in the super sequent calculus and therefore do not
contain placeholder-terms !) and since P ↓p= ϕ ↓p, this is a type inference of
σC ↓p [(M ′i)i] B Γ ↓p` a : P ↓p,∆′ ↓p. Finally as for all i, Mi
term!−→ M ′i , then
M = RR(. . . , (. . .Mi)i, . . . , a)
term−→ σC[(Mi)i] = σC ↓p [(Mi)i]
term−→ σC ↓p [(M ′i)i]
As this later term is a normal form, M term!−→ σC ↓p [(M ′i)i].
ut
Corollary 3 term−→ is weakly normalising on well-typed extended terms. Moreover for all
M B Γ ` ∆ well-typed, M ↓t BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p is well-typed in Urban’s type system.
Proof. From Lemma 10. ut
Lemma 11 If M excut−→ M ′, then M ↓t cut−→
+
M ′ ↓t.
Proof. Let us suppose first that the reduction M excut−→ M ′ is done at the head of M . We
can distinguish two cases.
– if the reduction is a cut−→ reduction, then M is a redex for the cut−→ reduction. Let us
consider for instance the ∧ case. Thus M has the form
Cut(âAndR(̂bM1, ĉM2, a), x̂AndL(ŷẑN, x))
where AndR(̂bM1, ĉM2, a) and AndL(ŷẑN, x) freshly introduces a and x and M ′
may have the form
Cut(̂bM1, ŷCut(ĉM2, ẑN)) (case 1)
or the form
Cut(ĉM2, ẑCut(̂bM1, ŷN)) (case 2)
Then M ↓t is
Cut(âAndR(̂bM1 ↓t, ĉM2 ↓t, a), x̂AndL(ŷẑN ↓t, x))
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where AndR(̂bM1 ↓t, ĉM2 ↓t, a) and AndL(ŷẑN ↓t, x) freshly introduces a and x
(Lemma 4) and reduces in one step into
Cut(̂bM1 ↓t, ŷCut(ĉM2 ↓t, ẑN ↓t))
and also into
Cut(ĉM2 ↓t, ẑCut(̂bM1 ↓t, ŷN ↓t))
The first is M ′ ↓t in case 1, the second is M ′ ↓t in case 2. So in both cases,
M ↓t cut−→
+
M ′ ↓t.
– If the reduction is a cut−→ reduction, let us consider for instance the ∃ case. Thus M
has the form
Cut(âExistsR(̂bM, t, a), x̂ExistsL(ŷx̂N,x))
where ExistsR(̂bM, t, a) freshly introduces a and M ′ is
Cut(̂bM, ŷN [x := t])
Then M ↓t is
Cut(âExistsR(̂bM ↓t, t, a), x̂ExistsL(ŷx̂N ↓t, x))
where ExistsR(̂bM ↓t, t, a) freshly introduces a (Lemma 4) and reduces in one step
into
Cut(̂bM, ŷN ↓t [x := t])
By Corollary 1, N ↓t [x := t] = (N [x := t]) ↓t and we obtain that the later
one-step reduct of M ↓t is in fact M ′ ↓t.
– If the reduction is a cut−→ reduction, let us consider the case where M is
Cut(âM1, x̂M2)
withM1 does not freshly introduce a (the case whereM2 does not freshly introduce
x is symmetrical) and M ′ is
M1[a := x̂M2]
Then M ↓t is
Cut(âM1 ↓t, x̂M2 ↓t)
and since M1 ↓t does not freshly introduce a (Lemma 4), we deduce that it reduces
to
M1 ↓t [a := x̂M2 ↓t]
As this later is a normal form and a reduct of M ′ for term−→, it is M ′ ↓t.
– Other cases of cut−→ reductions are similar.
– If the reduction is a excut−→ reduction, then M is of the form
Cut(âRR(. . . , (. . .Mi)i, . . . , a), x̂RL(. . . , (. . . Nj)j , . . . , x))
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with R : P → ϕ. Let us denote CR and CL respectively 〈|` a : ϕ |〉 and 〈| x : ϕ `|〉.
Thus we may write the following reduction in term−→.
M = Cut(âRR((. . .Mi)i, a), x̂RL((. . . Nj)j , x))
term−→ Cut(âσCR[(Mi)i], x̂σ′CL[(Nj)j ])
term−→ Cut(âσCR[(Mi ↓t)i], x̂σ′CL[(Nj ↓t)j ])
where σ and σ′ are ad hoc placeholder-term substitutions. As this later term is a
normal form for term−→, it is in fact M ↓t. Besides by definition of excut−→, there exists
an open-term C such that Cut(âCR, x̂CL)
cut−→
+
C with M ′ = σ′′C[M1, . . . , Np],
and thus M ′ ↓t= σ′′C[M1 ↓t, . . . , Np ↓t]. As Cut(âCR, x̂CL)
cut−→
+
C, we de-
duce finally that M ↓t cut−→
+
M ′ ↓t.
Now let us suppose that the reduction M excut−→ M ′ is done under some context. We
reason by induction on this context. We just treated the case of an empty context.
– Let us consider now for instance the case of RR. M is of the form
RR(. . . , (. . . ,Mi)i, . . . , a) andM ′ is RR(. . . , (. . . ,M ′i)i, . . . , a) with some k such
thatMk
excut−→ M ′k and for all i 6= k,M ′i = Mi. By induction hypothesis,Mk ↓t
cut−→
+
M ′k ↓t and then
M ↓t = σC[(Mi ↓t)i]
cut−→
+
σC[(M ′i ↓t)i]
= M ′ ↓t
– Let us consider now for instance the case of AndR. M is of the form
AndR(̂bM1, ĉM2, a) and M ′ is of the form AndR(̂bM ′1, ĉM
′
2, a) with some i in
{1, 2} such that Mi
excut−→ M ′i and Mk = M ′k for k 6= i. By induction hypothesis,
Mi ↓t
cut−→
+
M ′i ↓t and thus
M ↓t = AndR(̂bM1 ↓t, ĉM2 ↓t, a)
cut−→
+
AndR(̂bM ′1 ↓t, ĉM ′2 ↓t, a)
= M ′ ↓t
– Let us consider now for instance the case ExistsR. M is of the form
ExistsR(̂bM1, t, a) and M ′ is of the form ExistsR(̂bM ′1, t, a) with M1
excut−→ M ′1. By
induction hypothesis, M1 ↓t
cut−→
+
M ′1 ↓t and thus
M ↓t = ExistsR(̂bM1 ↓t, t, a)
cut−→
+
ExistsR(̂bM ′1 ↓t, t, a)
= M ′ ↓t
– Let us consider now for instance the case ExistsL. M is of the form
ExistsL(ŷx̂M1, x) and M ′ is ExistsL(ŷx̂M ′1, x) with M1
excut−→ M ′1. By induction
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hypothesis, M1 ↓t
cut−→
+
M ′1 ↓t and thus
M ↓t = ExistsL(ŷx̂M1 ↓t, x)
cut−→ ExistsL(ŷx̂M ′1 ↓t, x)
= M ′ ↓t
– Other cases are similar.
ut
Now we can prove the main result:
Theorem 2 (Strong Normalisation) If the set of proposition rewrite rules satisfies Hy-
pothesis 1, then excut−→ is strongly normalising on well-typed extended terms.
Proof. Let us suppose that
prop−→ is convergent. Let M B Γ ` ∆ be some well-typed
extended term. Let us suppose that there exists an infinite reduction
M = M0
excut−→ M1
excut−→ M2 . . .
First by Corollary 3, term−→ is weakly normalising and M ↓t BΓ ↓p` ∆ ↓p. Besides by
Lemma 11, there is an infinite reduction
M ↓t= M0 ↓t
cut−→
+
M1 ↓t
cut−→
+
M2 ↓t . . .
This is impossible since M ↓t is well-typed in Urban’s calculus and cut−→ is strongly
normalising on well-typed terms [Urb00]. ut
5 Conclusion
We have motivated and presented superdeduction, a powerful systematic way of ex-
tending deduction systems with rules derived from an axiomatic theory. First, we have
presented its application to classical sequent calculus along with its properties. After
having exhibited a proof-term language associated with this deduction system along
with a cut-elimination procedure, we have shown in details its strong normalisation un-
der non-trivial hypothesis, therefore ensuring the consistency of a large class of theories,
as well as of the corresponding instances of the system. We have shown on significa-
tive examples including higher-order logic, induction and equality why superdeduction
could be a grounding framework for a new generation of interactive proof environments.
A prototype of this framework, lemuridæ, has been presented and can be actually down-
loaded.
The very promising results obtained when using lemuridæ, first in term of proof dis-
covery agility and second in the close relationship between human constructed proofs
and superdeduction ones, are all very encouraging and trigger the further development
of the concepts and implementation. This leads to new questions, since, as seen in Sec-
tion 3, the behavior of superdeduction systems with propositions considered modulo a
congruence is important to study now in details. This will for instance allow building
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proofs modulo the symmetry of equality. Another promising point of further research is
program extraction from lemuridæ proof-terms along with a computational interpreta-
tion of extended deduction rules. We anticipate the extracted programs to have modular
structures inherited from the superdeduction proof.
The link, studied in[BDW07], between supernatural deduction (e.g. superdeduction
applied to natural deduction) and natural deduction modulo, shows the equivalence be-
tween strong normalisation of cut elimination in supernatural deduction and in natural
deduction modulo for the implicational fragment of predicate logic. The links between
cut elimination in superdeduction and deduction modulo for the sequent calculus have
still to be worked out. However, we already can import theories expressed by propo-
sition rewrite rules for deduction modulo to super sequent calculus systems. This is in
particular the case of Peano’s arithmetic [DW05], but also of Zermelo-Frænkel axiom-
atization of set theory [DM07].
Finally, let us stress out the recent encoding of pure types systems in λΠ-calculus
modulo [CD07]. Indeed, since recent works by G. Burel show that the λΠ-calculus can
be naturally encoded in the super sequent calculus, this globally confirms the legitimacy
of superdeduction as a foundation for high-level proof assistants. It opens also new
questions on the global architecture of proof systems as well as on the interaction with
users, either humans or programs.
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